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Abstract: We use Church, a Turing-universal language for stochastic generative processes and the probability distributions they induce, to study and extend
several objects in nonparametric Bayesian statistics.
We connect exchangeability and de Finetti measures
with notions of purity and closures from functional
programming. We exploit delayed evaluation to provide finite, machine-executable representations for various nonparametric Bayesian objects. We relate common uses of the Dirichlet process to a stochastic generalization of memoization, and use this abstraction to
compactly describe and extend several nonparametric models. Finally, we briefly discuss issues of computability and inference.
The Church language is a stochastic generalization of
the lambda calculus [3] based on a lexically-scoped,
applicative order Lisp [7]. Due to space constraints,
we refer to [4] for the detailed syntax and semantics
of Church. Here, we focus on the novel perspective
Church offers on several nonparametric Bayesian objects, and the connections between foundational issues
in functional programming and mathematical issues in
the theory of stochastic processes.
Church expressions formally specify stochastic generative processes: programs that, when executed, generate random values. If a Church expression describes a
process that halts with probability 1, it induces a welldefined (marginal) distribution on values. Church procedures are first-class, i.e. they can be returned by and
passed as arguments to procedures. Therefore, procedures that return procedures represent computable
random measures. This makes Church particularly
well suited to the study of Bayesian nonparametrics.
Our starting point is the notion of pure expressions in
functional programming. An expression is pure if it
causes no side effects during evaluation (such as writing to disk). An essential property that purity guarantees is independence from the order of evaluation.
In Church, the random procedure flip has detectable
side effects: multiple coin (flip)s will not in general yield the same value, because different random
bits were used to generate each one. However, despite
these side effects, a set of (flip)s is still exchangeable: the order of evaluation does not matter. In fact,
a set of (flip)s is simply i.i.d.. However, consider the
Beta-Bernoulli model:
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(define (sample-coin)
(let ((coin-weight (random-beta 1 1)))
(lambda () (flip coin-weight))))

;; sample a coin weight Beta(1,1)
;; return a procedure that flips it

(define my-coin (sample-coin))
(my-coin)
(my-coin)
(my-coin)
(define your-coin (sample-coin))
(your-coin)

;; construct a coin
;; flip it. flips are exchangeable,
;;
but i.i.d. conditioned on the
;;
(marginalized) coin weight.
;; construct a second coin, with
;;
(in general) different weight

This Church program makes explicit the de Finetti
representation of the exchangeable sequence of coin
flips. A functional programmer would say the constructed coins are closures containing their weights: a
caller cannot reach inside the my-coin procedure to
discover (or depend on) the weight of the coin from
which i.i.d. flips are being generated. A statistician
would say that a caller can only reason about any sequence of flips via their marginal, in which the individual flips are not i.i.d., but are exchangeable.
Any sequence of calls to a pure thunk is clearly exchangeable. This makes the construction of DaniellKolmogorov consistent distributions – often desirable
in data modeling – straightforward. Furthermore, this
criterion yields a sound (but not complete) program
analysis for verifying exchangeability, which could be
automatically exploited during inference.
Functions of no arguments are traditionally called
thunks. Our example suggests that procedures which
return pure thunks correspond to computable de
Finetti representations. The infinitely exchangeable
sequence of random variables being represented is the
sequence of repeated calls to the thunk being returned.
The central challenge in extending this to nonparametric objects is to deal with countably infinite de Finetti
representations using only finite computation time and
memory. To address this challenge, we employ delayed
evaluation, a central idea in functional programming.
The value of a delayed expression is computed only
if some other evaluation depends on it. We support
delays via the use of the primitive mem, which implements memoization. mem accepts any procedure as its
sole argument, and behaves as though it evaluates (i.e.
samples from) the procedure (distribution) for every
possible collection of argument values, returning a procedure that produces the corresponding sampled value
for each argument when called.
We can implement mem using finite computation by
having it immediately return a stateful procedure
closed over an initially empty mapping from argument
values to samples. When the procedure is called, it
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checks to see if the mapping for its given arguments
already exists, and if so, returns that cached value.
Otherwise, it applies the underlying procedure, stores
the result in the map, and returns it. This statefulness allows us to delay countably many computations
while preserving exchangeability. Using mem, we can
implement the Dirichlet process, following [12]:
(define (DP concentration base-measure)
(let ((sticks (mem (lambda j (random-beta 1.0 concentration))))
(atoms (mem (lambda j (base-measure)))))
(lambda ()
(let loop ((j 1))
(if (flip (sticks j))
;; with probability (stick j)
(atoms j)
;;
return j’th sample from base measure
(loop (+ j 1))))))) ;; otherwise move to (j+1)’th stick

In fact, DP lets us generalize memoization to a form
more useful in the stochastic setting. On repeated
calls with the same arguments, we want a stochastically memoized procedure that sometimes returns old
values, but sometimes samples new values.
(define (DPmem alpha proc)
(let ((restaurants (mem (lambda args (DP alpha
(lambda () (apply proc args)))))))
(lambda args ((apply restaurants args)) )))

DPmem with alpha set to 0 recovers mem, and with
alpha set to ∞ recovers no memoization (wasting
space). This idiom lets us compactly describe a wide
range of Dirichlet process based models in the literature, in particular recursively structured models not
easily describable in graphical terms (see Figure 1).
Many other higher order procedures play important
roles in functional programming, and may suggest new
stochastic processes.
We also provide a Church program that uses the stick
breaking representation of the Indian Buffet Process
[16, 5] introduced in [15]:
(define (ibp-stick-breaking-process concentration base-measure)
(let ((sticks (mem (lambda j (random-beta 1.0 concentration))))
(atoms (mem (lambda j (base-measure)))))
(lambda ()
(let loop ((j 1) (dualstick (sticks 1))}
(append (if (flip dualstick)
;; with prob. dualstick
(atoms j)
;;
add feature j
’())
;; otherwise, next stick
(loop (+ j 1) (* dualstick (sticks (+ j 1)))) ))))))

This procedure does not halt, and therefore does not
induce a well-defined distribution on values, although
the original IBP does. This raises the question of
whether the IBP has a computable de Finetti representation and may have implications for sampler design.
Church also introduces (query <expr> <pred>),
which samples a value v from the marginal distribution on values of <expr> given that (<pred> v) returns true. This provides a Turing-universal target
for exact and approximate inference, and exposes further connections between probability and computing.
For example, a Church representation of a distribution
also has well-defined time, space and entropy complexity, which interacts with the complexity of inference
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Figure 1. Exact posterior samples from a DP mixture of
Gaussians (with Gaussian mean and inverse gamma variance), using the collapsed rejection algorithm for query.

schemes that use forward simulation (including our
MH algorithm). Different Church representations of a
given nonparametric object may thus be more or less
suitable for different inference algorithms. Furthermore, although our generic inference algorithms are
currently less efficient than special-purpose alternatives, techniques for functional program analysis and
transformation between marginally equivalent representations could yield significant improvements. For
example, we think exploiting the dynamic programming ideas from [9] in the general context of Church (or
programmatically identifying the subset of programs
to which those techniques apply) will implicate flow
analysis techniques [13].
Figure 1 Examples of stochastic transition models.
This deterministic higher-order function defines the basic
structure of stochastic transition models:
(define (unfold expander symbol)
(if (terminal? symbol)
symbol
(map (lambda (x) (unfold expander x))
(expander symbol) )))

A Church model for a PCFG transitions via a fixed multinomial over expansions for each symbol:
(define (PCFG-productions symbol)
(cond ((eq? symbol ’S) (multinomial ’((S a) (T a)) (0.2 0.8)))
((eq? symbol ’T) (multinomial ’((T b) (a b)) (0.3 0.7))) ))
(define (sample-pcfg) (unfold PCFG-productions ’S))

The HDP-HMM [2, 14] uses memoized symbols for states
and memoizes transitions. Fresh symbols are generated by
the exchangeable (but stateful) primitive gensym, which
returns distinct symbols on each call:
(define get-symbol (DPmem 1.0 gensym))
(define get-observation-model (mem (lambda (symbol) (make-100-sided-die))))
(define ihmm-transition (DPmem 1.0 (lambda (state)
(if (flip) ’stop (get-symbol)) )))
(define (ihmm-expander symbol)
(list ((get-observation-model symbol)) (ihmm-transition symbol)) )
(define (sample-ihmm) (unfold ihmm-expander ’S))

The HDP-PCFG [8] is also straightforward:
(define terms
’( a b c d))
(define term-probs ’(.1 .2 .2 .5))
(define rule-type (mem (lambda symbol)
(if (flip) ’terminal ’binary-production))
(define ipcfg-expander (DPmem 1.0 (lambda (symbol)
(if (eq? (rule-type symbol) ’terminal)
(multinomial terms term-probs)
(list (get-symbol) (get-symbol)) ))))
(define (sample-ipcfg) (unfold ipcfg-expander ’S))

Making adapted versions of any of these models [6] only
requires stochastically memoizing unfold:
(define adapted-unfold
(DPmem 1.0 (lambda (expander symbol)
(if (terminal? symbol)
symbol
(map (lambda (x) (adapted-unfold expander x))
(expander symbol)) ))))
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